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Abstract—Detecting packet drop attacks is important for security
of MANETs and current random audit based mechanism cannot
detect collaborative attacks. In this paper, we design a hash
function based method to generate node behavioral proofs that
contain information from both data traffic and forwarding paths.
The new method is robust against collaborative attacks described
in the paper and it introduces limited computational overhead on
the intermediate nodes. We investigate the security of the
proposed approach and design schemes to further reduce the
overhead.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the fast development and deployment of mobile
devices, Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) become an
important component of modern distributed systems. Because
of the infrastructure-less property, MANETs can be easily
deployed. They are very attractive to applications such as
military operations and first response to disasters. These
applications, however, have very strict requirements on
security of network topology and data traffic. Mechanisms
must be properly designed for these applications before the
advantages of MANETs can be fully exploited.
The security of MANETs has attracted a lot of research
efforts and very encouraging results have been obtained. Most
of the research efforts, however, focus on the prevention and
detection of misbehaviors from individual attackers. Therefore,
the effectiveness of these approaches will be weakened when
adversaries work together to conduct collaborative attacks. For
example, the WatchDog scheme proposed in [1] requires
wireless nodes to monitor their neighbors to detect packet drop
attacks. If multiple malicious nodes provide “evidences” to
support each other’s innocence, it will be very difficult to
detect the sources of the black hole and grey hole. As another
example, Packet Leash [2] uses accurate timestamps in packets
to estimate the transmission distance and defend against
wormhole attacks. If multiple attackers share their secret keys,
the timestamp can be embedded and signed by the final sender
in the wormhole and the tunneling behavior will not be
detected. These examples show that collaborative attacks pose
new challenges to security researchers.

In this paper, we propose to investigate the detection of
collaborative packet drop attacks on MANETs. Several reasons
lead us to the selection of this problem. First, since more and
more applications in MANETs are becoming data-oriented,
providing secure and robust data delivery becomes a top
priority in protocol design. Second, random audits and node
behavior monitoring can be used as a reactive approach to
detecting packet drop attacks. In this way, we can reduce the
overhead of the approach since it will be triggered only when
the destination detects some anomaly in packet delivery ratio.
Last but not least, the proposed approach is orthogonal to
secure routing in MANETs and they can work together to
enforce both network and data security.
We propose to develop a new mechanism for audit based
detection of collaborative packet drop attacks. We first study
the vulnerability of the REAct system [3] and illustrate that
collaborative adversaries can compromise the attacker
identification procedure by sharing Bloom filters of packets
among them. To defend against such attacks, we propose a new
mechanism to generate node behavioral proofs. Every
intermediate node needs to conduct only a hash calculation on
the received packet. In the new approach, a collaborative
attacker cannot generate its node behavioral proofs if an
innocent node before it does not receive the data packets
correctly. The new approach will allow the system to
successfully locate the routing segment in which packet drop
attacks are conducted. We also investigate the security of the
proposed approach and design mechanisms to further reduce
the overhead on the intermediate nodes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we review previous research on detecting packet
drop attacks and on collaborative IDS. In Section III, we
introduce the REAct system and its vulnerability to
collaborative attacks. In Section IV, we present the details of
the proposed approach. Specifically, we describe the generation
of the packet forwarding commitments and behavioral proofs.
We investigate the security of the proposed approach and
design schemes to reduce overhead. Finally, Section V
discusses future work and concludes the paper.

II.

RELATED WORK

A. Detecting Packet Drop Attacks
In the self-organized environment of MANETs, wireless
nodes are not motivated to consume their energy to help other
nodes forward packets. Therefore, several kinds of packet drop
attacks such as black-hole [4] and grey-hole [5] have been
investigated. Mechanisms to defend against individual
attackers can be divided into three groups: audit-based, creditbased, and acknowledgement-based.
The audit-based approaches take advantage of the omnipropagation of wireless signals and use neighbors to monitor
the behaviors of a wireless node. In [1], authors propose two
methods, namely watchdog and pathrater, to verify packet
forwarding and assess quality of routes. Buchegger and Boudec
[6] develop a method to distribute the monitoring results to
other nodes in the network. In [7] and [8], both first-hand and
second-hand evidences are used to detect misbehaving nodes.
The factors that prevent the wide adoption of these approaches
are three folds. First, eavesdropping on the network traffic may
consume as much as 50% of data transmission energy. Second,
by using directional antennas or controlling data transmission
power, the attackers can cheat their neighbors with fake data
forwarding. Finally, mechanisms must be designed to
guarantee the authenticity of the monitoring reports.
Several approaches have been designed to provide
incentives to wireless nodes so that they will forward packets
for other entities. In [9], wireless nodes will use “nuggets” to
represent credits for packet forwarding. The approach depends
on tamper-proof hardware to guarantee that the credit number
will not be changed by unauthorized entities. In [10] and [11],
the wireless nodes depend on a centralized server or a base
station to manage their credits. These approaches are usually
proactive methods and may cause large overhead during the
routine operations of MANETs.
To prove that a wireless node has actually forwarded
packets to the next hop, the receiver can send
acknowledgements in the reverse direction for multiple hops.
Two-hop acknowledgements are sent in [12] to achieve the
goal. In [13], pilot packets that cannot be distinguished from
real data packets are sent to evaluate the routes. Similar to the
credit-based approaches, these schemes are also proactive
methods and will incur extra communication overhead on the
wireless nodes. At the same time, special methods for key
management must be designed for the authenticity of the
acknowledgements.
B. Collaborative Attacks and Detection in MANETs
Researchers have noticed the threat of collaborative attacks
on MANETs and designed several mechanisms to defend
against them. In [14], the author provides a proper definition
and categorization of collaborative attacks against MANETs
from various multiple node attacks found. Specifically, the
author investigates the performance impacts of a collaborative
blackhole attack on a mobile ad hoc network and studies
several mitigation methods. A collusion attack model against
optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol is presented in
[15]. The authors also design a technique to detect the attack by

utilizing information of two hop neighbors. Collusive attacks
on key management and updates in wireless networks have also
be studied [16].
For prevention and detection mechanisms, collaborative
intrusion detection systems for MANETs have been designed
in [17]. The authors assume a clique or a cluster network
structure. Therefore, it is not easy to generalize the methods to
large scale, multi-hop MANETs. An honesty-rate IDS [18]
makes collaborative decisions based on multiple threshold
values including rewards and penalties for packet forwarding.
Researchers have also integrated ideas from immune systems
to achieve collaborative detection of adversaries [19].
In [22], the authors propose a mechanism to detect
Byzantine behaviors during packet forwarding in MANETs.
Using the acknowledgements from the destination, the source
can find changes in packet delivery. Then a binary search based
query procedure is adopted to locate the faulty link in the path.
The method can detect both individual and collusive Byzantine
behaviors.
III.

COLLABORATIVE ATTACK ON AUDIT BASED NODE
MISBEHAVIOR DETECTION

In this section, we investigate the collaborative attack on
the REAct system [3] that is a random audit based detector of
packet drop attacks. We first present a short introduction of the
REAct system. Collaborative attacks to compromise the node
behavioral proofs are then discussed.
A. Introduction to REAct System
The REAct system tries to identify individual misbehaving
nodes in MANETs that refuse to forward packets because of
selfishness or maliciousness. The system assumes that there are
at least two node disjoint paths between any pair of nodes in
the network. The source knows the identity of every
intermediate node on the path and a pairwise key can be used to
protect the communication between the source and an
intermediate node.
Without losing generality, we assume that there are k
intermediate nodes (n1 to nk) on the path between S and D. As a
reactive method, when the destination D detects a significant
drop in packet delivery ratio, it will send feedback to the source
S. S will select a node ni to verify that it correctly receives the
packets from the previous hop. To achieve this goal, S will
send an audit request to ni through a path that is different from
(S, n1, n2, ---, ni-1, ni). The request identifies a group of packet
sequence numbers and asks ni to generate a behavioral proof
based on the contents of these packets.
To generate the behavioral proof, ni will construct a Bloom
filter based on the contents of these packets. Since a Bloom
filter is much smaller than the total length of the selected
packets, the approach will not cause large storage and
communication overhead on the audited nodes. After
generating the proof, ni will sign the result and send it to S.
The source node S will also generate its own Bloom filter
based on the selected packets. When S receives the behavioral
proof from ni, it will compare the two vectors. If the two filters
are similar, S concludes that the misbehaving node is in the

path segment between ni and D. Otherwise, the misbehaving
node is in the segment from S to ni. The source node will then
select the next audited node from the smaller segment. This
procedure will continue until only two neighboring nodes are
left in the suspicious set. The link will then be removed from
the path and a new route will be detected. Fig. 1 illustrates an
example of the proposed approach. S will first select n4 as the
audited node. Since n4 can successfully generate the proof, S
concludes that the attacker is in the segment from n4 to D. This
procedure will repeat until the link of n5 and n6 is located and
removed from the path.
If the REAct system adopts binary search to locate the
misbehaving node, the attacker can easily predict the order in
which the nodes are audited. Therefore, it can dynamically
change its behavior to cheat the source. To mitigate such
attacks, REAct uses random binary search. More details of the
methods can be found in [3].
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Figure 1. S selects n4 to be the first audited node.

B. Collaborative Attack on REAct
The REAct system is designed to detect individual
misbehaving nodes. Therefore, the assumption of the approach
is that a node can successfully generate the behavioral proof
only when it receives all selected packets. This assumption,
however, will no longer hold when the adversaries work
together. Fig. 2 illustrates an example.
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Figure 2. Collaborative attacks on random audit.

In the path between S and D, n1 and n4 are two attackers
that can communicate to each other through a side channel. The
node n1 discards every data packet passing through it. When S
selects n4 to be the audited node, it will send n1 the sequence
numbers of the selected packets. n1 will construct the Bloom
filter of these packets before discarding them. The Bloom filter
will then be sent to n4, which will be forwarded to S. In this
way, the attackers successfully lead the focus of the detection
algorithm to the wrong segment of the path. To make the
scenario even more complicated, if the source S audits n1, n3,

and n4, it will get conflicting behavioral proofs. While both n1
and n4 pass the detection procedure, n3 fails to generate the
Bloom filter. The source will not be able to identify the
adversary based on the conflicting results.
The main reason that REAct is vulnerable to collaborative
attacks is that the Bloom filter based node behavioral proof
contains only information from the packets but not from the
forwarding path. Therefore, the source node cannot verify
which node on the path generates the proof. To solve this
problem, in the next section we will present a new method to
generate node behavioral proofs using only hash functions. The
new approach will cause very limited overhead on the
intermediate nodes.
IV.

PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section we present the details of the proposed
approach. We first describe the assumptions of the system. The
new generation procedure of the behavioral proofs will then be
presented. Finally, we study the safety of the proposed
approach and discuss schemes to further reduce its overhead.
A. System Assumptions
We adopt a system model that is very similar to that of the
REAct approach. We assume that the source knows the identity
of every intermediate node on its path to D. This can be
achieved through the adoption of a source routing protocol
such as DSR [23]. There exist at least two node disjoint paths
between any pair of nodes. We also assume that the source S
shares a different symmetric key ki and a random number ri
with every intermediate node ni [24]. S and the intermediate
nodes have agreed on a secure hash function h(). When there is
a significant performance drop in the packet delivery ratio, the
destination will send an alarm to the source to trigger the audit
procedure.
We assume that there are multiple malicious nodes in the
network and they may appear in the path between S and D. We
assume that the attackers will share their secrets and they have
a side channel to communicate with each other. Therefore, a
malicious node can impersonate any other attackers in the
group. The attacker will drop the data packets passing through
it and other adversaries will generate fake information to help it
avoid detection.
B. Hash Based Node Behavioral Proofs
The proposed approach works in the similar way as the
REAct system except for the generation of the node behavioral
proofs. When the source node S determines the audited node ni,
it will send the sequence numbers of the selected packets to ni.
When S sends out these packets, a newly generated random
number will be attached to the end of each packet. Therefore,
the format of the sent packet is as follows:
S Æ n1: (S, D, data packet, random number t0)

(1)

Node n1 will combine the received packet and its random
number r1 to calculate the value t1 and attach it to the packet
when it forwards the data.
t1 = h( r1 || S || D || data packet || t0 || r1 )

(2)

n1 Æ n2: (S, D, data packet, t1 )

(3)

Here “||” represents the concatenation operation. The
intermediate node uses its random number to “sandwich” the
received packet and calculate the new commitment of the
packet and the forwarding path. This procedure will continue
until ni receives the packet.
When ni receives the packet, it will first calculate the value
of ti using Equation (2). It will then feed the received data
packet and ti to the Bloom filter to update the node behavioral
proof. The audited node will continue these operations until all
packets selected by S have been received and the behavioral
proof has been generated. It will then encrypt the proof with the
key ki and send it back to the source.
S will verify the correctness of the node behavioral proof
when it receives the data. Since it has the knowledge of the
data packets and the random numbers t0 and r1 to ri, the source
node can reconstruct the commitments of the packets and
generate its own copy of the Bloom filter. It will then compare
this value to the received behavioral proof. If the difference
between the two vectors is smaller than a threshold, S will
conclude that the misbehaving node is in the segment from ni to
D. Otherwise, the attacker is in the segment from S to ni. The
source will then select the next audited node from the updated
suspicious set.
The node behavioral proofs in our proposed approach
contain information from both the data packets and the
intermediate nodes. The following analysis shows that this
method can defend against the collaborative attacks discussed
in Section III.B.
Theorem 1. If node ni correctly generates the value ti, then all
innocent nodes in the path before ni (including ni) must have
correctly received the data packet selected by S.
Proof: We prove this theorem by contradiction. Without losing
generality, we assume that there exists an innocent node nj on
the path between S and D, and we have j < i. We assume that
node nj does not receive the correct data packet. Therefore, it
has a very high probability to generate a hash result that is
different from the correct value of tj. On the other side, since
node ni generates the right value of ti, it must have received the
correct value of ti-1. We can repeatedly apply this derivation
and conclude that node nj+1 must receive the correct value of tj
from node nj. Since we already know that node nj calculates the
wrong value of tj, we find the contradiction.
We can apply the same procedure to prove the theorem
when j = i.
■
In the proposed approach, the behavioral proof contains not
only the information about the data packets but also the history
of the forwarding nodes. The ordered hash calculations
guarantee that any update, insertion, and deletion operations to
sequence of forwarding nodes will be detected. With this
theorem proven, we can show that the new approach will help
wireless nodes defend against collusive attacks described in
Section III. When the source node selects to audit node ni, the
returned behavioral proof will determine its next operation.

1) if the behavioral proof passes the test of S, the
suspicious set will be reduced to {ni, ni+1, ---, D}:
If the node ni is innocent, based on theorem 1, we know that
ni must have correctly received the packets selected by S.
Therefore, there are no misbehaving nodes from S to ni-1 for
these packets.
If the node ni is malicious, based on theorem 1 we know
that the closest innocent node nj before ni must correctly
receive and forward the packets. Therefore, all innocent nodes
before ni have been removed from the suspicious set. ni as a
malicious node is still in the suspicious set and its behavior will
be monitored.
2) if the behavioral proof fails the test of S, the suspicious
set will be reduced to {S, n1, ---, ni}:
Since ni generates the wrong behavioral proof, some node
from S to ni must have received the wrong data packets. The
source reduces the suspicious set to the right targets.
Under both conditions, the proposed approach will
generate the correct suspicious set for following detections.
Using the methods described in [3], the source will be able to
locate the attacker that drops the packets continuously or
following a sophisticated pattern.
C. Discussion
When a security mechanism is designed to improve an
existing approach, we must investigate the safety of the scheme
and its overhead. Below we study these problems.
Indistinguishable Audit Packets
If an attacker can distinguish audit packets from common
data packets, it will adjust the misbehavior to avoid detection.
Therefore, the proposed approach will lead to the following
changes to the data packet format in the network. When the
source node sends out a data packet, it will attach a newly
generated random number to the end of the packet. All
intermediate nodes will calculate the commitments of the
packet and forwarding path when they receive it. Based on the
sequence number of the packet, an audited node will determine
whether or not to add it into its Bloom filter. Other nodes,
however, cannot tell the difference between an audit packet and
a common data packet.
Attaching extra information to data packets will introduce
new communication and computation overhead on intermediate
nodes. Different applications may choose the length of the
commitments based on their security requirements. We believe
a 128-bit hash result is good enough for the proposed approach
since every intermediate node uses its own secret to calculate
the hash result. The probability that two data packets having
the same hash results at all intermediate nodes will decrease
exponentially as the path length increases. With this
configuration, an intermediate node needs to send sixteen more
bytes for every data packet. Mechanisms to reduce the
computation overhead will be discussed later.
Reducing Computation Overhead
Previous research shows that a hash function needs about
20 machine cycles to process one byte [20]. To reduce the

computation overhead on the intermediate nodes, we propose
to allow them to use a part of the data packets to generate the
commitments. Below we describe the details of the method.
We assume that the source node S and an intermediate node
ni can use their shared secret ri and a public function f() to
jointly select m bytes from the data packet. Now the
commitment of ni will become:
ti = h( ri || S || D || m bytes from data packet || ti-1 || ri )

(4)

The system can control the computation overhead on the
intermediate nodes by adjust the value of m. If m equals to 10%
of the packet length, we can avoid the majority of the
computation. The probability that an attacker randomly
chooses m bytes from the packet and they have the same value
and order as the outputs of f() is fairly low when m is
reasonably large. The probability that all commitments are
correct will decrease exponentially as the number of
intermediate nodes increases. Therefore, this improvement will
not hurt the safety of the approach badly.
Security of the Proposed Approach
In this part, we investigate the safety of the proposed
approach. Since the method uses only hash functions to
generate the commitments of the data packets and previous
research shows that even mobile devices can conduct this
operation very efficiently [20], it will be very difficult to
conduct Denial-of-Service attacks on the proposed approach.
The collaborative attackers may try to generate fake
commitments of innocent nodes. Following the proof in [21],
we can show that the adversaries have to have a non-negligible
advantage in breaking the hash function to accomplish this
task. Therefore, the proposed approach is robust against the
attack if the hash function is considered safe.
In collaborative attacks, when an adversary receives the
audit request, it will notify other attackers to adjust their
behaviors to avoid detection. To improve the detection success
rate of the approach, we plan to adopt two methods. First, the
source S can ask several nodes to generate the behavioral
proofs using the same group of packets. In this way, the source
node can cross-reference multiple proofs to locate the
misbehaving nodes. At the same time, using the same group of
packets to monitor multiple nodes will help to reduce the
detection delay. Second, the source should adopt a random
pattern to select the nodes under audits. In this way, an attacker
will not be able to predict the suspicious set based on the value
of its behavioral proof. By randomly generating the nodes
under audits, the source can get multiple overlapping
suspicious sets. It can then use a voting algorithm to locate the
misbehaving link.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a new mechanism for wireless
nodes in MANETs to generate behavioral proofs for the
detection of packet drop attacks. Our analysis shows that
previous approaches are vulnerable to collaborative attacks. We
design a hash based method to generate packet commitments
that contain information from both data traffic and forwarding
paths. The new method is robust against the collaborative

attacks discussed in the paper and it introduces limited
computational overhead on the intermediate nodes. We also
investigate the security of the proposed approach and design
schemes to further improve its detection efficiency and reduce
the overhead.
Immediate extensions to our approach include the following
aspects. First, we plan to investigate other collaborative attacks
on MANETs and design new mechanisms to detect them.
Second, we plan to integrate the proposed approach with other
methods such as secure routing protocols to construct a
comprehensive scheme to protect mobile ad hoc networks. The
research will promote the adoption of MANETs by future
applications.
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